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brought the Dow-Jones Industrial Average to a closing low of 1209.23. This drop was followed by 
two days of a rather tepid rally. Thus, all of ten trading days have now occurred since the major 
averages attained newall-time highs. Volume contracted sharply on the correction and, on Monday, 
was at its lowest level since April, barely half its recent peaks. 

Once more, as we have done repeatedly over the past ten months, it may make sense to put 
what has happened to date into perspective. The total drop so far has been 3.13% on the Dow
Jones Industrial Average, making this the ninth correction of greater than 3% that has been experi
enced since the bull market began. It is the third similar decline that has occurred in the past 
month so far, the first reaching a bottom on May 20 at 1190 and the second on June 8 at 1185. 
The possibility remains, therefore, that the entire process which the market has been undergoing 
since May 6, when the Dow reached a high at 1232 after a 15-week uninterrupted advance, cor.3ti
tutes a single formation, either a lateral corrective phase or a distributional top, especially in light 
of the lack of vigor following the June 16 new high. 

We confess that we are loath, at this point, to accept the latter interpretation. Individual 
stock formations, although they have deteriorated somewhat from the uniformly bullish configurations 
present early this spring, still do not suggest the possibility of an intermediate-scale decline. Nor, 
in our view, do most momentum indicators, one of which we will be discussing below. Nonetheless, 
a decisive break below the 1185 level, however unlikely it may be, would have to be regarded with 
some seriousness. 

If nothing else, the week's weakness made life easier for those who are responsible for compos
ing the next-to-last page of the Wall Street Journal. On Wednesday, only 27. issues reached new 

- _52=-weekJtighs..---.1bis in sharp....contrast to.-early-May-"s..leyeLof oyer ZOJLlmd.the astounding record 
figure of 653 on October 11 of last year. ,The question is what does such a figure, amounting to
only 1. 4% of all issues traded on that day, actually mean? 

To begin with, the 27 new highs achieved are not even the lowest level of the bull market. 
(That figure was 25 on January 24.) To be meaningfUl, the number of new highs must be expres
sed as a percentage of issues traded and then, to smooth out fluctuations, averaged over some time 
period. For the 10 days ended Wednesday, the average number of new highs as percentage of 
issues traded was 7.41%. It should decrease further as some recent, fairly ebullient advancing days 
are removed from the average. _ 

The 7.4% figure, in turn, is well off the lowest level of the current bull market, which is 3.73% 
for the ten days ended February 2. Moreover, by the standards of past bull markets, it must be 
adjudged as a rather decent level. Until the current upswing, a 10-day average of 10% or 11% of 
all issues traded advancing generally constituted the peak level for an entire cycle. The current 
advance has thus set new standards in this area as well. 

Indeed, in the five bull markets previous to this one, those beginning in 1962, 1966, 1970, 
1974, and 1978, an almost total drying-up of new highs was a fairly common occurrence. All of 
these upswings saw periods in which the 10-day average of new highs as a percentage of issues 
traded moved below 1%. This occurred repeatedly, not only well before the Ultimate market 
high, but long before a major portion of the total advance had been completed. By contrast, we 
have not, since last August, seen any single day on which 1% of issues traded failed to make new 
highs, let alone a string of days which would bring a 10-day average below that level. 

Likewise there occurred, on Tuesday, only 13 new lows an<:l, as of Wednesday, the 10-day aver
age of daily new lows wasonly 0.28%. Based on the historical record, it would be not unusual to see 
this figure move to at least a 2- 3% level before it could be said that any significant deterioration had~. _ 
occurred. This, of course, it is nowhere near doing. 

The new-high and new-low figures, then, are just another item in a host of indicators that 
stubbornly refuse to show any loss of even intermediate-term momentum. Under these conditions, a 
correction a great deal more serious than that seen so far appears unlikely. 
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